Stratodesk NoTouch GO, with NoTouch OS included, is the preeminent solution for the mobile workforce. No larger than the size of a quarter, the new micro USB key-based PC Conversion solution extends the functionality of existing x86 hardware while enabling secure, remote work.

NoTouch GO allows enterprises and organizations to take advantage of unparalleled end user computing mobility for VDI, IoT and Cloud workspaces. Incredibly lightweight, this next-evolution micro client is complete with 8GB of memory and Stratodesk’s secure, award-winning operating system, NoTouch OS, preloaded. Workers can simply plug their NoTouch GO into any x86 device and temporarily boot up into a fully secure Stratodesk work environment. Users can easily and conveniently access all the apps and data they need no matter where in the world they happen to be. No added IT support or hassle required. System Administrators get full control over all NoTouch GO booted devices via the enterprise grade endpoint management software, NoTouch Center.

Thanks to NoTouch GO, enterprises and organizations around the world can enable the mobile workforce while ensuring ongoing security and productivity for their entire organization.
Features & Benefits

- Run NoTouch GO on any hardware device: boot the powerful, Linux-based operating system, NoTouch OS, on any x86, 64-bit based device including laptops, PCs and Thin Clients.

- Trust the powerful and proven NoTouch OS with a broad range set of clients, applications and supported peripheral devices.

- Switch between native operating systems and NoTouch OS: NoTouch GO does not replace the underlying operating system. When users have finished their work, simply reboot from the native OS.

- Standardize and secure your environment with NoTouch GO and get full control over your workforce’s devices.

- Manage NoTouch GO together alongside thousands of devices with NoTouch Center: the award-winning administration and remote control suite from Stratodesk.

NoTouch GO is Ideal for

- Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
- Contractors and freelancers
- Remote and mobile workforce

NoTouch GO Technical Specifications

- **Operating System**
  - NoTouch OS (Includes License)

- **Dimensions**
  - W 23 mm × H 12 mm × D 4 mm

- **Architecture**
  - x86 64bit, 64-bit support

- **Memory**
  - 8GB

- **Interface**
  - USB 2.0

- **Working temperature**
  - 0–70 degrees Celsius

- **Material**
  - Metal

- **System**
  - Chip-on-Board (COB)

- **Support options**
  - View support options here: https://www.stratodesk.com/support/
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